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DISCOVERY KIDS® is a brand that...
- Delivers on Real World Discovery and Adventure

- Delivers High Quality Interactive Products
- Delivers Fun, Enriching and Interactive Experiences

- Is Parent Approved

NOTICE:

ALL graphics in this catalog are FPO(For Placement Only). Except the 1200x Biological Microscope.
Colors, design, accessories subject change.
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When outfitted with this night vision scope, kids can 
discover the nocturnal habits of wildlife, explore 
caves or just have a spy adventure with pals. In 
addition to amplifying available light, this scope 
uses infrared technology to give users’ eyes the 
illumination boost they need to see in dark conditions. 
The highly portable device has 3x magnification, a 
20mm objective lens, an LCD screen for viewing, a 
large focusing wheel, a collapsible handle and a 
carrying case.

Night Vision
Scope

NEW

44-00430  •  Case Pack=24

44-10621  •  Case Pack=24

44-50105  •  Case Pack=4

These lightweight 4x30 binoculars are made to 
encourage on-the-go adventure. They have a 
bright 30mm aperture that is perfect for nature 
watching, a 4x magnification, rubber grips and 
a centrally located focusing wheel. Additional 
accessories include a quick release lanyard 
and a soft case for transport and storage. 

4x30 
Binoculars

NEW

Lightweight and rubber coated for easy gripping, 
these 6x21 binoculars are a perfect beginning 
observation tool for young adventurers 
on a journey of discovery. In addition to 6x 
magnification and a 21mm aperture, they offer 
a large focus wheel, rubber eyecups and a 
textured gripping surface. A wrist strap and a 
soft case for storage are included.

6x21 
Binoculars

NEW

FPO

What’s included?
• 4x30 Binoculars
• Carry Case
• Lanyard
• Cleaning Cloth

What’s included?
• 6x21 Binoculars
• Carry Case
• Wrist Strap
• Cleaning Cloth

What’s included?
• Night Vision Scope
• Carry Case

FPO

FPO

Carry Case Included

FPO

Carry Case Included

FPO

Carry Case Included

FPO
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Children can discover hidden valuables and possibly 
uncover clues to the past using the Discovery Kids Metal 
Detector. With this easy-to-use device, young treasure 
hunters can unearth coins, jewelry and antique pieces 
buried up to 6 inches below the surface. The detector uses 
different tones to identify various precious metals and has 
a water-resistant base so it can even be used to search 
puddles and other moist areas. It is height adjustable, has 
a mounted LED light for twilight searching and comes with 
its own scoop-and-sift digging trowel.

Metal
Detector

NEW

Get a peak around corners, over obstacles 
or even under water with the Seek N Spy 
Periscope. Perfect for a spy adventure or 
exploring, this optical tool lets you see what 
your unaided eyes cannot by angling the image 
to your advantage using mirrors. The water-
resistant head of the device has powerful LED 
lights for night or underwater use.

Seek N Spy
Periscope

NEW
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What’s included?
• Periscope
• Clip
• Experiment Book

44-20005  •  Case Pack=4

What’s included?
• Metal Detector
• Digging/Scoop/Swifting Tool 
• LED Light

44-20001  •  Case Pack=4

FPO
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©2015 DCL ©2015 DCL

©2015 DCL

Carry Bag Included

FPO

Take your outdoor observation to a whole new level 
with our Discovery Scope. Locate objects using the 
4x30 binoculars, and then bring them back to your 
lab for up-close investigation. The enhanced optics 
and articulating arm will allow you to explore your 
specimens from several angles and reveal the 
extraordinary in the ordinary. Accessories include 
a magnifying glass, an LED flashlight, prepared 
and blank slides, a drawstring carry case for the 
binoculars and an experiment book.

Discovery
Scope

NEW

44-20003  •  Case Pack=2

FPO

What’s included?
• Discovery Scope
• 4x30 Binoculars
• Draw String Binocular Case
•Slide Case
• 3 Prepare Slide (Housefly, Butterfly Wing, 
   Shrimp Antenna)
• 3 Blank Slides
• 3 Slide Covers
• 3 Slide Labels
• Magnifying Glass
• 3 Petri Dish
• LED Flashlight
• Experiment Book

4x30 Bino Included

FPO
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Junior scientists can immerse themselves in the cellular 
world with the Discovery Kids 80x-800x Advanced 
Microscope. Everyday things like sand, onion skin, hair 
and pollen show extraordinary dimension when viewed at 
magnification ranges of 80x to 800x. The scope offers LED 
illumination, an angled eyepiece for easy viewing and a 
large table base for extra stability. It comes with prepared 
and blank slides, tools for collecting and prepping 
specimens and a drawstring carry bag to transport the 
scope and keep it protected from dust when not in use.

800x Advanced
Microscope

NEW

Young scientists can discover the miniscule details of 
the world around with this 450x microscope. Users 
will learn about cell structure as they analyze samples 
at magnification ranges of 50x to 450x. To aid in their 
investigations, the microscope offers a flip light element 
that gives the option of LED illumination or indirect 
illumination. The scope has a large table base for added 
stability and comes with prepared and blank slides and 
tools for collecting and prepping specimens. The included 
drawstring carry case keeps the scope protected in transit 
or when it is not in use.

450x Student
Microscope

NEW

44-50450  •  Case Pack=4

44-00800  •  Case Pack=4

©2015 DCL ©2015 DCL

©2015 DCL

Carry Bag Included

FPO

©2015 DCL ©2015 DCL

©2015 DCL

Carry Bag Included

FPO

What’s included?
• Microscope
• Drawstring Carry Case
• 3 Prepared Slides
• 5 Blank Slides
• Slide Case
• Tweezers
• 3 Empty Vials
• Pipette
• Shrimp Hatchery
• Magnify Glass
• Spatula
• Graduated Cylinder

What’s included?
• Microscope
• Drawstring Carry Case
• 3 Prepared Slides
• 5 Blank Slides
• Slide Case
• Tweezers
• 3 Empty Vials
• Pipette
• Shrimp Hatchery
• Magnify Glass
• Spatula
• Graduated Cylinder

FPO

FPO
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When equipped with the Discovery Kids 800x zoom lab 
microscope, young scientists can turn tiny specimens 
into big discoveries. The microscope’s zoom function 
maximizes observation time by allowing users to analyze 
a specimen at a variety of magnification powers without 
having to refocus. It offers an adjustable direct illumination 
system, an angled eyepiece for easy viewing and a large 
table base for extra stability. It comes with prepared and 
blank slides, tools for collecting and prepping specimens 
and a drawstring carry bag to transport the scope and keep 
it protected from dust when not in use.

800x Zoom
Lab Microscope

NEW

The Discovery Kids 1200x microscope can ignite the 
curiosity of junior scientists by revealing the intriguing 
details of both common and unusual specimens. The 
scope’s 20x eyepiece and three objective lenses combine to 
offer a versatile range of magnification powers from 300x 
to 1200x. An included projection eyepiece allows users 
to trace images for later analysis or share their findings 
with multiple viewers at the same time. To jumpstart 
investigations, the set includes collection/prepping 
tools, prepared and blank slides, an experiment booklet, 
and a hard shell case for storing the scope and its many 
accessories.

1200x Biological
Microscope

NEW

44-20101  •  Case Pack=4

44-00720  •  Case Pack=4

FPO
©2015 DCL ©2015 DCL

©2015 DCL

Carry Bag Included

FPO

What’s included?
• Microscope
• Drawstring Carry Case
• 3 Prepared Slides
• 5 Blank Slides
• Slide Case
• Tweezers
• 3 Empty Vials
• Pipette
• Shrimp Hatchery
• Magnify Glass
• Spatula
• Graduated Cylinder

What’s included?
• 300-1200x Microscope
• 80+ Piece Lab Set
• Projection Screen
• Experiment Booklet



Smartphone 
Adapter Included
(Phone not included)
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FPO

FPO

With its smartphone adapter, the Starcapture 
telescope is an ideal observation instrument for 
junior astronomers looking to make their first foray 
into astrophotography. The adapter allows users to 
secure their smartphone to the eyepiece in order to 
capture and easily share images. The scope has a 
nice 76mm aperture that will perform well in lunar, 
planetary and deep sky observing situations. It 
comes with 12.5mm and 20mm eyepieces, a mount, 
a red dot finder and astronomy software.

76mm Starcapture
Telescope

NEW

Junior stargazers can discover the beautiful 
secrets of the Moon, Saturn and many of the 
night sky’s brightest residents with this 60mm 
telescope. The refractor, which has a 700mm 
focal length, comes with an easy-to-use alt-
azimuth mount that allow the user to smoothly 
move the scope up, down and side to side. 
Accessories include two eyepieces for varied 
levels of magnification, a red dot finder and 
astronomy software.

60mm
Telescope

NEW

44-10160  •  Case Pack=4

44-20076  •  Case Pack=1

FPO

What’s included?
• Telescope Tube
• Two 1.25” Eyepieces(12.5mm, 20mm) 
• Alt-azimuth Mount
• Red Dot Finder
• Tray
• Downloadable Planisphere
• Planetary Software

What’s included?
• Telescope Tube
• Two 1.25” Eyepieces(12.5mm, 20mm)
• Mount
• Red Dot Finder
• Tray
• Photo Adapter
• Downloadable Planisphere
• Planetary Software
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Discover the secrets of both the earth and the sky with 
the Discovery Kids 3-in-1 Telescope. This multi-purpose 
observation instrument easily transforms from a telescope 
to a microscope or slide viewer with one simple attachment. 
It has a fixed magnification power of 15x and a rotatable 
binocular eyepiece that allows users to determine their 
dominant eye. When used as a telescope, it makes the 
most of its 50mm aperture to reveal details of the moon 
and other bright celestial objects. For versatility, it comes 
with both a tabletop stand and a full-length tripod.

3-in-1 50mm
Telescope

NEW

Designed for young users who are beginning 
their explorations into observation, the 
Discovery Kids 40mm telescope is a great 
starter instrument for both daytime nature 
watching and nighttime moon gazing. The 
easy-to-use refractor has an aperture of 40mm 
and comes with two interchangeable eyepieces. 
Accessories include an eyepiece diagonal for 
comfortable viewing, a stand and astronomy 
software.

40mm
Telescope

NEW

With this 50mm telescope, young astronomers 
can explore the stunning details of the lunar 
terrain and view other bright celestial treasures 
while learning to navigate the sky using a 
simple alt-azimuth mount. The scope offers 
a 50mm aperture, a 600mm focal length and 
two eyepieces for varied levels of magnification. 
It comes with a red dot finder and astronomy 
software.

50mm
Telescope

NEW

44-10040  •  Case Pack=4

44-10050  •  Case Pack=4

44-11050  •  Case Pack=4

FPO

What’s included?
• Telescope Tube
• Two 1.25” Eyepieces(12.5mm, 20mm) 
• Alt-azimuth Mount
• Red Dot Finder
• Tray
• Downloadable Planisphere
• Planetary Software

What’s included?
• Telescope Tube
• Two 0.965” Eyepieces
   (12.5mm, 20mm)
• Eyepiece Diagonal
• Stand
• Downloadable Planisphere
• Planetary Software

What’s included?
• Telescope Tube
• Two 1.25” Eyepieces
   (12.5mm, 20mm)
• Eyepiece Diagonal
• Pan-Tilt Alt-azimuth Mount
• Red Dot Finder
• Tray

• Downloadable Planisphere
• Planetary Software

What’s included?
• Telescope Tube
• Full Stand
• Table Top Stand
• Tray
• 5 Prepared Micro Slides
• 5 Astro Image Slides
• 2-Slides Covers
• 2-Slide Labels
• Tweezers
• Needle Rod
• Downloadable Planisphere
• Planetary Software

What’s included?
• Telescope Tube
• Two 1.25” Eyepieces(12.5mm, 20mm)
• Mount
• Red Dot Finder
• Tray
• Photo Adapter
• Downloadable Planisphere
• Planetary Software

FPO

FPO
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NOTES:
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